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Back to school checklist: who owns what 
Used with permission, SPLC 
 
Introduction 
Who owns the copyright to work created by a student journalist? It’s a fascinating, 
important — and potentially complicated question. It’s also one that can and should be 
addressed early on by every student media staff. 
 
Body 
Generally, the creator of a work owns the copyright. In other words, writers own the 
copyright to material they write, photographers own the photos they take and graphic 
designers own and have the right to control the graphical works they create. Allowing the 
material to be used as part of a “collective work,” such as a student newspaper or 
yearbook, doesn’t automatically strip a contributor of his or her ownership rights. As the 
U.S. Copyright Office has said: 
“In the absence of an express transfer from the author of the individual article, the 
copyright owner in the collective work is presumed to have acquired only the privilege of 
using the contribution in the collective work and in subsequent revisions and later 
editions of the collective work.” 
 
That means, for example, that while you can reprint a particular issue of a yearbook as a 
whole without having to obtain additional permissions (assuming there are no agreements 
to the contrary), you can’t simply pull out individual photos or stories to use in a new 
publication. 
 
There is, however, an important exception to this general rule that arises in the 
employee/employer context. Under the “work made for hire” exception, employers own 
and control the copyright of works created by their employees while on the job. 
Distinguishing between an employee and a non-employee, or what the law refers to as an 
“independent contractor,” is often an easy call. A teacher is an employee of a school 
district; a parent that occasionally volunteers in the classroom is not. 
 
But what about a student journalist who works on a school-sponsored student 
publication? In many, probably most, cases the answer will also be pretty clear. Few 
schools treat student journalists as regular employees. They generally aren’t paid (or 
taxed) like regular employees; they usually aren’t entitled to the same benefits or subject 
to the same rules or expectations as traditional school employees. Even when a student 
journalist uses school equipment (a factor that weighs in favor of being classified as an 
employee), the traditional employee/employer model just doesn’t fit. 
 
The lack of a clear work-for-hire relationship can result in potentially big headaches for 
student media. If the publication/school is not an “employer” and the student journalist is 
acting as an independent contractor, the student author — not the school or student media 
organization — owns the copyright and can control future uses of the work, including 
preventing the publication from republishing the work separately or granting others 
reprint permissions. In such cases, for example, a yearbook celebrating its 75th year of 
publication that wants to do a commemorative edition in which it republishes old photos 
from past issues would, as a legal matter, need to obtain explicit permission from the 
photographer — wherever he or she might be (yikes!) — if the work was still subject to 
copyright protection. 
 
Granted, if you only had to deal with this every 75 years or so maybe you could let things 
slide a bit. But that’s no longer how it works. Today, student works that in years past 







would have been published once in print and forgotten now have a potentially infinite 
shelf-life and ongoing “value” as they are archived online and available to anyone using 
the right combination of search terms. Additionally, copyrights now last longer than ever 
before with Congress seemingly unable to say no to corporate interests that want the right 
to profit from their work longer and longer.  For these reasons and others, it’s likely that 
ownership disputes, a rare nuisance in student media circles today, are going to become 
increasingly common. 
 
Again, the ownership issue can get complicated and a full discussion can’t really be had 
here. A solution, however, is relatively straightforward and can probably be 
accomplished by simply downloading and using something like this written agreement. 
 
The best way to avoid a copyright dispute between a student publication and a reporter, 
artist or photographer is to deal with the issue in advance. Before starting work, both 
parties should establish the nature of their relationship and put the agreement in writing. 
A written agreement would determine the outcome of most potential controversies 
without having to go to court or otherwise fight to determine the “employee”/”non-
employee” status of a particular student journalist. 
 
The sample agreement we’ve linked to above is our best attempt to fairly balance the 
intellectual property rights of the student creators of a work against the business and 
practical requirements of student media organizations that publish such work. But 
whether you use this form or not, we urge student editors to make the discussion of 
copyright ownership (as well as copyright law generally) a regular part of their back-to-
school regimen. If nothing else, those working on the student yearbook 75 years from 
now will thank you for it. 
 
Resources 
•Principals, advisers and students face misconceptions about who ‘owns’ student 
work 
http://www.splc.org/news/report_detail.asp?id=1584&edition=54 


• Copyright and fair use (splc) 
http://ww.splc.org/presentations/kyr‐copyright.pdf 
• Back to school checklist: who owns what? 
http://www.splc.org/wordpress/?cat=13 
• Guide to copyright law 
http://www.splc.org/knowyourrights/legalresearch.asp?id=32  
• Copyright law PowerPoint 
www.splc.org/presentations/ppcopyrightlaw.pps  
• Copyright and fair use 
http://www.splc.org/presentations/kyr-copyright.pdf  
 








Who Owns the Copyright to Student Works? 
 
Written agreements between staff members and the publication are the best way to settle 
that question.  See the sample policy of the Student Press Law Center 
(http://www.studentpress.org/nspa/pdf/wheel_medialicense.pdf) or use the document 
below as a starting point. 
 
Sample Student Media Staff Member 
Agreement about Assignment of Rights 
(to be signed by each student staff member or, if they are under the age of majority, their parent) 
 
[Name of Student Media Organization] (the Publisher) is an unincorporated association of 
students at [Name of School]. _______________________________ (the Staff Member), is an 
individual seeking to contribute creative work product to the [Name of Student Media 
Organization]. The Publisher and Staff Member, and his/her parent or guardian if Staff Member is 
a minor, agree to the following license governing the Staff Member’s contributions to the 
Publisher (the Works). 
 
By contributing the Works to the Publisher, the Staff Member, and his/her parent or guardian if 
Staff Member is a minor, hereby grants to the Publisher a license for the purpose of the 
Publisher’s inclusion of the Works in its current or future print and electronic media publishing 
efforts in any format now known or later discovered, including the right to reproduce, adapt, 
distribute, display, perform and electronically transmit the Works. The works are fully 
sublicensable by the Publisher. 
 
The Staff Member retains the right to display, reproduce and distribute the Works in Staff 
Member's portfolio, clip file, Web site and third party trade publications or exhibits for the purpose 
of promoting or exemplifying the Staff Member's work.  The Staff Member may only sell or receive 
compensation for the Works upon written agreement of the Publisher. 
 
The Staff Member, and his/her parent or guardian if Staff Member is a minor, agrees that this 
license shall exist as long as the intellectual property is entitled to protection under the laws of the 
United States and cannot be revoked except with written consent from the Publisher.  
 
 
For Student Media Organization  For Staff Member 
 
 
____________________ ________ ____________________ ________ 
Student Editor   Date  Staff Member   Date 
 
____________________ ________ ____________________ ________ 
Adviser    Date  Staff Member Parent  Date 
      or Guardian  
      (if staff member is a minor) 
 
 
 
 
Mark Goodman, Professor and Knight Chair in Scholastic Journalism 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication, Kent State University, Kent, OH 44242 
mgoodm10@kent.edu •  330/672-6239 








STUDENT PRESS LAW CENTER 
SAMPLE STUDENT MEDIA STAFF MEMBER 


CONTRACT AND LICENSE FOR USE OF CREATIVE WORK 
 
 
The following sample contract and license between a student media staff 
member and a student media organization was drafted by the Student Press 
Law Center and is an attempt to fairly balance the intellectual property 
rights of the student creators of a work (which, for example, includes news 
stories, photographs, graphic designs, etc.) against the business and 
practical requirements of student media organizations that publish such 
work.  
 
This agreement is appropriate for use in situations where the student is not 
compensated and otherwise treated as a traditional employee of the student 
media organization or school. (Payments to a student in the form of a 
nominal stipend, tuition credits or at a level that is below minimum wage 
would not generally constitute traditional employee compensation.) Under 
the terms of this agreement, the student retains all rights in ownership to the 
work he or she creates, but provides the student media organization with a 
long-term license (and a three-month exclusive license in that student 
media organization’s circulation area) to use his or her work, properly 
attributed to the student, as part of its normal operations.  
 
The student media organization must reasonably attempt to obtain prior 
permission from the student if it wishes to use or allow third parties to use 
the student’s work in other ways.  
 
The student has the obligations not to plagiarize or infringe copyrights and 
to notify the publication and any future owners if he or she sells the right to 
the work.  
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STUDENT MEDIA STAFF MEMBER 
CONTRACT AND LICENSE FOR USE OF CREATIVE WORK 


 
© 2008 Student Press Law Center 


Permission to reproduce in unedited form for nonprofit, educational use, with attribution 
 to the Student Press Law Center, is hereby granted. 


  
 


 
_______________________________ (the Publication), an (unincorporated 
association/corporation) in the state of ________________________; and 
_______________________________ (the Staff Member), an individual 
seeking to contribute creative work product to the Publication; agree to the 
following license governing the Staff Member’s contribution(s) to the Publication 
(the Work(s)).   
 
1) License and Rights. The Staff Member grants all licenses necessary to the 
Publication for the purpose of the Publication’s inclusion of the Works in its print 
and electronic media publishing efforts, including without limitation the right to 
reproduce, distribute, display, perform, and electronically transmit issues of the 
Publication as described herein.   
 
2) Grant of Rights. By contributing the Works to the Publication, the Staff 
Member grants a nonexclusive license to the Publication to reproduce, display 
and distribute copies of the Works in the issue for which the Works were 
originally submitted, future or commemorative issues, the Publication’s Web site 
or other physical or electronic media now known or later discovered.  
 
3) Reserved Rights. Except as expressly granted by this document, the Staff 
Member retains all rights associated with ownership of the Works.  Any 
individual Work contributed to the Publication by the Staff Member is not 
considered a work made for hire and is the sole property of the Staff Member. 
Any future use of the Works by the Publication (beyond normal subscription and 
reprint fees, if any) requires an additional license from the Staff Member.  
 
4) Term. The Staff Member agrees that the license shall exist as long as the 
intellectual property is entitled to protection under the laws of the United States 
and cannot be revoked except with written consent from the Publication.  


(A) Calculation of days. Unless otherwise specified, all time periods in 
this contract measured by days are calculated in business days 
starting with the day after the triggering event. “Business days” are all 
days excluding Saturdays, Sundays and federal holidays.  


(B) Calculation of months. Unless otherwise specified, all time periods 
in this contract measured by months are calculated by the date of the 
first day after the triggering event in the period of months ahead, 
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regardless of day of week or holiday; or, if that month has no such 
corresponding date, the first day of the month immediately following. 
For example, within the meaning of this contract, a three-month 
period starting January 1 would end April 1, and a three-month period 
starting January 31 would end May 1.    


 
5) Territory and Media. The Publication shall have the right to reproduce, 
publish, and distribute the Works in any format now known or later discovered, 
including without limitation any physical, broadcast, electronic, and Internet-
based medium, and any future uses directly controlled by the Publication; save 
that the Publication shall have the obligation to comply with the terms of this 
contract with respect to uses for compensation as described herein.  
 
6) Compensation and Royalties. No compensation or royalties are required 
from the Publication for the use of the Works as described herein.  
 
7) Termination.   
 


(A) This agreement will not terminate due to a breach, regardless of 
whether or not it is a material breach, unless the breaching party is 
given an opportunity to cure (as described herein) and fails to do so, 
except in the following situations that give rise to immediate 
termination of the agreement: 


i. The Staff Member is found to have acted knowingly to 
deceive the publication as to the authorship of her/his works, 
as determined by a good faith vote of the editorial board of 
the Publication; in which case, such deceptive work(s) are 
released from this contract and no future works are accepted, 
though non-infringing existing works remain under contract.  


 
(B) In the event the Publication becomes a party to a merger or other 


corporate combination, the Staff Member has the right, but not the 
obligation, to cancel within thirty (30) business days of learning of the 
merger.  


 
(C) The Termination, or expiration of the Term, of this agreement does 


not discharge all duties of either party. These duties include, but are 
not limited to, certain representations and warrantees, the duty to 
account for financial licensing, and the license obligations for works 
licensed under the contract prior to termination. 
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8) Approvals.   
 


(A) For-Profit Use Approval.  Any future use of the Staff Member’s 
works by Publication that would result in payment to the Publication 
(beyond normal subscription and reprint fees, if any) requires an 
additional license from the Staff Member.  


 
(B) Non-Profit Use Approval. Any future use of the Staff Member’s 


works by Publication that would not result in payment to the 
publication (beyond normal subscription and reprint fees, if any) 
does not require any additional license from the Staff Member and 
is covered by the terms of this agreement.  


 
(C) Agents. Approvals are requested by the editor-in-chief of the 


publication or her/his designee, using the editorial mailing address 
provided upon request. Approvals are sent to the Staff Member’s 
last known mailing address, physical and digital, which it is Staff 
Member’s obligation to keep current.  


 
(D) Withholding approval. In the event that any party withholds an 


approval, that party agrees to explain why approval was withheld. 
The Publication has the right to re-submit a substantially similar 
request for approval if it reasonably believes that either the 
substance of the request or circumstances surrounding the request 
have been changed. 


 
(E) Prior Approvals.  Once given, the granting party is bound to an 


approval and such approval cannot be revoked save for an 
additional contract executed by both parties.  


 
(F) Communication. All requests for approval, approvals and/or 


denials must be in writing, accompanied by appropriate additional 
materials necessary for the approval process as established herein, 
and sent by hand delivery, facsimile, standard mail, private courier, 
established overnight delivery, or e-mail; save that e-mail must be 
accompanied by some physical method. A failure to respond to a 
request for approval within thirty (30) business days shall be 
deemed an approval, a condition that shall be specified in the 
written request. A request and/or response is deemed given the day 
after it is sent. If, after diligent efforts to contact the author to obtain 
such permission, the author cannot be found, such additional 
permission may be presumed to be granted. Only an affirmative 
non-approval is considered a denial of approval. 
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9) Representations and Warrantees.  
 
 (A) The Staff Member represents and warrants that: 


i. The Staff Member is either the full legal owner of the 
intellectual property it is submitting to the publication, or, to 
the extent s/he is not, s/he has obtained all necessary 
consents, licenses, and clearances as necessary to permit 
the Publication to publish said intellectual property, or, to the 
extent s/he has not, s/he has informed the publication as to 
the need to obtain such consents, licenses and clearances.  


ii. The Staff Member will make all best attempts to identify and 
avoid plagiarism, to the extent plagiarism is defined by the 
academic institution the Staff Member is attending, or if the 
Staff Member is not attending an institution, the institution the 
Publication primarily covers and draws staff from. 


iii. In the event the Staff Member sells her/his interest in the 
Works to a third party, that the Staff Member will notify the 
purchaser of the existence of this contract and the licenses 
granted hereunder and will transfer her/his obligations under 
this license to the new owner of the Works in any such 
transfer. 


 
 (B) The Publication represents and warrants that: 


iv. All publications of submissions by the Staff Member will 
include credit to the Staff Member, except as separately 
agreed and executed in writing.  


 
10) Indemnifications. The Staff Member agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold 
the Publication harmless from any and against all losses, costs, and liability 
incurred due to a third party’s claim, lawsuit, cause of action or arbitration 
(including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses; 
settlements; judgments; and arbitration awards) arising from or related to a 
breach by the Staff Member of the representations and warrantees set out in 
this agreement. The Publication agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold the Staff 
Member harmless from any and against all losses, costs, and liability incurred 
due to a third party’s claim, lawsuit, cause of action or arbitration (including, 
without limitation, reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses; settlements; 
judgments; and arbitration awards) arising from or related to a breach by the 
Publication of the representations and warrantees set out in this agreement. 


(A) Alienation of ownership. In the event that the Staff Member sells 
her/his ownership of the copyright in the Work(s) to a third party and 
fails to inform the third party of this contract and that the transfer of 
the Work(s) will not terminate this license, the Staff Member agrees to 
indemnify, defend, and hold the Publication harmless from any and all 
losses, costs, and liability due to a claim, lawsuit, cause of action or 
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arbitration by the purchasing party or its licensees (including, without 
limitation, reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses; settlements; 
judgments; and arbitration awards) arising from or related to a breach 
by the Staff Member of the representations and warrantees set out in 
this agreement. 


 
11) Exclusivity. The Staff Member shall not, for three (3) months following the 
initial submission of the work to the Publication, permit the story, or any shorter 
or longer version of the story, to be published in a competing publication without 
obtaining prior written consent from The Publication.  
 


(A) Definition of Competitive. As used under this paragraph, a 
“Competitive” publication is a print, broadcast, or Internet 
publication that reaches a substantial portion of the circulation 
reached by the Publication.  


(B) Counting Days. For purposes of counting time under this 
section, the first day is the day after the work was submitted to 
an editor of the publication for inclusion in the Publication’s 
media offering(s). Pre-publication consultation with editors will 
not start the period.  


 
12) Notice. Unless otherwise specified, all notices given hereunder shall be in 
writing and shall be sent by hand-delivery, facsimile or overnight delivery by one 
of the established overnight delivery services. If sent by hand-delivery or 
overnight delivery, a signature must be obtained from the individual in charge of 
obtaining mail at the recipient’s location. Notice will be deemed given the day 
after it is sent to the correct address or phone number. 
 
13) Opportunity to Cure. For any breach or material breach that does not 
expressly give rise to immediate termination as described herein, the breaching 
party shall have a reasonable opportunity to cure the breach with no effect on 
this contract or its terms. Upon being notified of the breach, the breaching party 
and non-breaching party will attempt to agree on an appropriate cure period; if 
the parties are unable to reach an agreement, the breaching party will have ten 
(10) business days to cure any breach.  
 
14) Choice of Law. This agreement shall be governed and construed in 
accordance with the internal laws of the state in which the Publication has its 
primary office, without regard to its conflicts of laws principles; and the 
intellectual property laws of the United States of America. The parties hereby 
agree that United States intellectual property laws will exclusively govern any 
intellectual property subject to this contract and no other intellectual property 
conventions or rights will have any effect in the application, enforcement, 
performance or adjudication of this contract, including but not limited to moral 
rights as defined by the EU; the limitation of dilution protection in the U.K.; 
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WIPO and the definition of famous marks under the Paris Convention; the 
Berne Convention; or any other external treaties or laws not executed internally 
by the U.S. Congress.  
 
15) Choice of Forum. Any legal actions relating to this contract shall be 
maintained in a state court or a federal district court located in the state in which 
the Publication has its primary office, and both the Publication and the Staff 
Member irrevocably consent to jurisdiction and venue in that state. In the event 
that any legal action or any other proceeding is commenced to enforce any 
provision of this contract or as a result of a breach, default or misrepresentation 
in connection with any provision of this contract, the successful or prevailing 
party shall be entitled, in addition to any other relief to which said party may be 
entitled, to recover reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs of litigation incurred in 
such action or proceeding.  
 
16) Arbitration. At the Publication’s sole and exclusive discretion, a legal 
dispute raised by either party can be sent to binding arbitration, in which the 
substantive and procedural laws dictated by this document will continue to 
apply. The Publication has up to six (6) months from the date served with a 
complaint to force arbitration and will the fee required by the administrator of 
arbitration. The parties may mutually agree on an arbitrator, but if mutual 
agreement is impossible, the parties agree to permit the National Arbitration 
Forum to select a neutral arbitrator in the Publication’s geographic area. In no 
event with the Publication be bound to an arbitration that would require more 
than one hundred and twenty (120) miles of travel. 
 
17) Severability. If any provision or any portion of any provision(s) of this 
contract is illegal, invalid, or unenforceable for any reason, including (without 
limitation) any restrictive covenants and/or any law(s) of this or any other 
jurisdiction where this contract is enforced or construed, the offensive 
provision(s) or portion(s) thereof are considered void and eliminated from the 
contract as if never incorporated herein, unless striking the illegal, invalid or 
unenforceable part of the contract frustrates the purpose of the contract.  
 
18) Waiver. A waiver by either party of any of the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement in any instance shall not be deemed or construed to be a waiver of 
such term or condition for the future or of any subsequent breach thereof. 
 
19) Merger. This agreement constitutes the complete, final and entire 
understanding between the parties and supersedes all prior representations, 
negotiations, promises, understandings or agreements, whether oral or written, 
between the parties with respect to the subject matter. No amendment of this 
agreement will have legal force unless in writing and executed by the authorized 
officers of the respective parties.  
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20) Headings. The headings used in this Agreement are intended for reference 
only and shall not be deemed part of this Agreement.  
 


 
   THE PUBLICATION 
 
     
   SIGNATURE: _______________________________ 
 
   PRINTED NAME: ____________________________ 
 
   POSITION: _______________________________ 
 


DATE: ______________________  
 
 


ACCEPTED AND AGREED TO: 
 
THE STAFF MEMBER  
 
SIGNATURE : ________________________________ 
 
DATE: ________________________________ 
 
ADDRESS: ____________________________ 
 
          ____________________________  
 
 
E-MAIL WHERE YOU EXPECT YOU CAN BE REACHED IN THE FUTURE: 
 
______________________________________ 
 
 
PARENT OR GUARDIAN SIGNATURE IF STAFF MEMBER IS A MINOR 
 
SIGNATURE : ________________________________ 
 
NAME: ______________________________________ 
 
DATE: ________________________ 
 
 


Version .011 
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Student Press Law Center 
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Who owns the 
copyright?
It depends.


T
he question of who owns the copyright 
towork created for scholastic media is a 
complex question. Different approaches 


exist to this question many advisers have 
asked in the last year. One thing is clear: 
students are not employees and the works 
they create are not “works for hire.”


Mark Goodman, former executive 
director of the Student Press Law 
Center and current Knight Chair 
of Scholastic Journalism at Kent 
State University, said it is almost 
impossible for a school to claim 
copyright in the works students 
create.


“Absent a written assignment of 
rights signed by both student and 
parent (if the student is a minor),” 
Goodman wrote to the JEA listserv 
in 2010.


That’s not because public schools 
can’t own copyright, he said, 
but it’s because students are not 
employees and the works they 
create are not “works for hire.” The 
fact they may be getting credit for 
a class does not change that. 


In addition, there are real down 
sides to a school owning the 
copyright to student works, 
Goodman said.  For example, if a 
school owns it, it can control how 
it is used.  That inherently includes 
unlimited censorship rights.


“If I were advising a student 
publication about dealing with its 
copyright ownership issues from 
this point forward,” Goodman 
said, “I would say the best tactic 
is to have every staff member 
(and a parent/guardian if they are 
a minor) sign something at the 
beginning of the year that says 
they are assigning the copyright 
in the works they submit to that 


publication.”


He said it is possible for an student 
publication to own a copyright — 
that doesn’t make it belong to the 
school. 


“Then insert in your publication 
handbook or policy document a 
statement that says your student 
publication staff has authority 
over the copyrights owned by 
the publication,” Goodman 
added.  “If someone ever uses 
your publication’s contents 
without permission in violation of 
the copyright, you’ll have clear 
authority for asking them to stop.”


As to publications already 
distributed that others are using 
without permission, Goodman said 
he would recommend advisers and 
students act as if the publication 
itself owns the copyright, whether 
there is written documentation 
or not.  A letter to the infringer 
requesting that he or she take the 
material down immediately would 
not be inappropriate.


Goodman developed a model 
statement of who owns student 
works that can be accessed as the 
first attachment to this work. 


Goodman also said the SPLC’s 
Mike Hiestand wrote an excellent 
piece on copyright ownership on 
the SPLC blog at http://www.splc.
org/wordpress/?p=1134  . 


• Principals, advis-
ers and students face 


misconceptions 
about who ‘owns’ 


student work
http://www.splc.org/


news/report_detail.
asp?id=1584edition=54


• Back to school 
checklist: 


who owns what?
http://www.splc.org/
wordpress/?cat=13


• Copyright and fair 
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presentations/kyr-copy-


right.pdf


• Guide to 
copyright law
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• Copyright law /
PowerPoint
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tions/ppcopyrightlaw.
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